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I 

 

Abstract 

Demands on the quality and reliability of Volunteered Geographic Information have increased because of 

its rising popularity. Due to the less controlled data entry, there is a risk that people provide false or inac-

curate information to the database. One factor that affects the effect of such updates is the network struc-

ture of the database schema, which might reveal the database‘s robustness against different kinds of false 

updates. Therefore, network analyses are needed. The aim is to analyse GIS data models, stored in UML 

class diagrams, for scale-free and small-world properties. Moreover, a robustness analysis is to be carried 

out on selected data models in order to find out their error and attack tolerance against, for example, false 

updates. Three graphs were specified from the UML class diagrams: (1) class graphs: classes as nodes 

and their interactive relationships as connections; (2) attribute graphs: classes and attributes as nodes, 

with connections between the classes and their attributes; and (3) schema graphs: attributes as nodes and 

their interactive relationships inside and outside the tables as links. The analysed class diagrams were 

stored in XMI, and therefore transformed with XSLT to the Pajek network format. Thereafter, small-

world and scale-free analyses as well as a robustness analysis were performed on the graphs. 

 

The results from the scale-free analyses showed no strict power-laws. Nevertheless, the classes‘ relation-

ships and attributes, and the betweenness in the schema graphs were long-tailed distributed. Furthermore, 

the schema graphs had small-world properties, and the analysed class and schema graphs were robust 

against errors but fragile against attacks. In a network structure perspective, these results indicate that 

false updates on random tables of a database should usually do little harm, but falsely updating the most 

central cells or tables may cause big damage. Consequently, it may be necessary to monitor and constrain 

sensitive cells and tables in order to protect them from attacks. 
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Preface 

This thesis is a 15 credits (ECTS) degree project for the Master programme in Geomatics at the Univer-

sity of Gävle, Sweden. The study has been conducted at the GIS Institute, a centre formation at the Uni-

versity of Gävle. The thesis started with an idea from Prof. Anders Östman, whom suggested me to inves-
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open maps, for example, against attempts to damage the geographical information. After two approaches: 
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that shared topological constraints with each other, the thesis changed its direction after talking to JunJun 

Yin, who‘s thesis concerned power-law estimations on road networks. Power-laws have also been discov-

ered for UML class diagrams for Object-Oriented softwares, and the step was then not far away from 

UML class diagrams for GIS databases. Therefore, I started to investigate GIS data models for scale-free 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Geographic information (GI) is copyrighted in many parts of the world, and this restricts the GIS users 

who need cheap, unlicensed spatial data in their projects. GI may also be quickly out of date, which raises 

the need for online up-to-date maps (Haklay and Weber, 2008). The idea of involving users in the collec-

tion and maintenance of GI is therefore becoming more popular. For example, many open map solutions 

have been created, and there have been discussions about updating national databases using crowdsourc-

ing techniques (EuroSDR, 2009). The level of public participation in the update and maintenance of GI 

may vary between solutions. For instance, update of sensitive and complex data may be restricted to a 

smaller group of experts compared to the large groups of users that are allowed to update some common 

open maps. Despite the differences of restrictions, allowing more, and sometimes unknown, users to up-

date the map (i.e. the database) will increase the risk of having inaccurate data. Reasons may be different 

types of measurement instruments (Morris et al., 2004; Sayda, 2005), conflicts with semantics (Matyas, 

2007) or that false updates occur (Flanagin and Metzger, 2008; Sayda, 2005).The latter may occur be-

cause of people‘s biased way of describing the world (Flanagin and Metzger, 2008). The inaccurate data 

causes problems, especially if the service has many users or is important in other ways. Current solutions 

for quality assurance are mainly based on models for measuring trust (Bishr and Mantelas, 2008; Sayda, 

2005). However, false data may still pass through these filters. 

 

The objective of this thesis is to study what impact false updates, or similar harmful occurrences, will 

have on the information in the database. When a user updates a database, one or many tables are affected. 

One factor that then influences the impact is the database schema structure. For instance, falsely updating 

a table with many relationships may do more harm than doing the same on one with fewer relationships. 

A schema specifies among other things the tables, the relationships between them and their attributes 

(columns). In this thesis, the schema structure is described as a network, where the tables or attributes are 

vertices and their relationships are connections between the vertices. The hypothesis is that the network 

structure may then reveal the database‘s robustness against intentional attacks and random errors. Inten-

tional attacks apply to the cases where users maliciously update the essential parts of the network. For in-

stance, users who are familiar with the schema‘s network structure may attack the table with the most 

connections in order to do more harm. On the other hand, random errors apply to false updates on the 

nonessential part of the network. Such errors may be caused by unintentional acts such as operational 

mistakes or use of inaccurate measurement instruments, or intentional damages by users who are not fa-

miliar with the network structure. The latter case, although done on purpose, is random with respect to the 

network structure; thus, it is classified as random errors. By applying general network descriptors, we can 

identify, monitor and constrain sensitive tables, attributes and cell values. 
 

Common network structures are small-world and scale-free networks. Small-world networks are highly 

clustered with short distances between the nodes in the network. For example, in a social network, people 

are clustered into groups in which everyone knows each other. They have, however, some friends outside 

the group, which shortens the number of steps between two people anywhere in the network (Watts & 

Strogatz, 1998). In scale-free networks, the connections among the nodes are power-law distributed 

(Barabasi & Albert, 1999). Simplified, it means that few nodes have extremely many connections and 

most nodes have few connections. Several UML class diagrams for Object-oriented (OO) solutions have 

small-world and scale-free properties (Concas et al., 2007; Myers, 2003; Valverde and Solé, 2007). Many 

spatial data models are stored in UML class diagrams, and therefore they may have similar network prop-

erties with the ones for OO softwares. Scale-free networks are considered robust against random errors 

but extremely sensitive to attacks on their most central vertices (Albert et al., 2000; Crucitti et al., 2004). 

The information spread is also fast, especially if the spreading starts from highly connected vertices 

(Dezso and Barabási, 2002; Ganesh et al., 2005). Similar results have been found for small-world net-
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works, where the information spread is fast because of the short path between nodes (Watts and Strogatz, 

1998). Therefore, if we analyse spatial database models for these properties, we might find out some of 

the network structures of the databases and thus their overall robustness against random and targeted at-

tacks (for example, false updates). However, most studies regarding the characteristics of scale-free and 

small-world networks have been conducted on artificial networks. Robustness tests on database models 

are therefore required. 

 

1.2 Aims of study 

The main objective of this thesis is to study what impact false updates or similar occurrences will have on 

the information in the database. This will be achieved by analysing spatial data models with respect to 

scale-free and small-world properties. Moreover, the error and attack tolerance is to be analysed for se-

lected data models.  

To achieve the objectives, following tasks will be carried out 

 Collection of spatial database models 

 Graph specification and transformation of the models 

 Small-world and scale-free analysis of the graphs  

 Error and attack tolerance of selected graphs 

 Evaluation of consequences for spatial databases that store VGI. 

 

1.3 Structure of the thesis 

Chapter 2 reviews earlier studies about data quality in open maps and about scale-free and small-world 

networks in OO softwares. Furthermore, it argues for the use of network analyses on data models. Basic 

theoretical concepts are also reviewed, such as the spatial database and its data model, graphs, small-

world and scale-free networks, power-law estimations, and error and attack tolerance. 

Chapter 3 describes the graph specifications, XMI transformations with XSLT and the analyses of small-

world, scale-free and error and attack.  

Chapter 4 presents the results from the small-world and scale-free analyses and some graphs error and at-

tack tolerance.  

Chapter 5 discusses the results from the analyses and the consequences for spatial databases of open 

maps. 

Chapter 6 draws the conclusions from the results and discussions. 

Chapter 7 discusses some future prospects. 
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2 Basic theoretical concepts 

As stated in chapter 1, the main objective of this study is to analyse spatial data models for scale-free and 

small-world properties. Furthermore, a robustness analysis is to be done to test the error and attack toler-

ance of some models. The aim of this chapter is to review the following concepts. 

 Earlier studies regarding data quality in open maps 

 Earlier studies about network analyses in OO-softwares 

 The use of network analyses on database models 

 Spatial databases and their models 

 Basic graph and network theory 

 Small-world networks 

 Scale-free networks 

 Power-law estimations 

 Error and attack tolerance 

 

2.1 Data quality and reliability of Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI) 

VGI solutions have many opportunities for providing free geographical data, but there are also concerns 

about the quality and reliability of the data. The source of the data is less clear and thus also its quality, 

which makes it hard for people to evaluate its correctness. In addition to common mistakes and inaccurate 

measurements when adding data to open maps, we also have to consider the reason why people contribute 

to open maps. People may for instance be biased in the way they describe the world (Flanagin & Metzger, 

2008). This affects the quality of the data, although some solutions have been proposed to reduce these 

problems. Multiple inaccurate measurements of the same feature may for instance be resolved by some 

kind of averaging. For instance, when two lines represent the same track, the mean of these two lines is 

calculated (Morris et al., 2004; Sayda, 2005). For false updates, by mistake or by purpose, Sayda (2005) 

used a method in which spatial objects were only allowed in the database if they were identically gathered 

from different and independent users. Sayda (2005) based parts of this trust method on an algorithm 

(―Sporas‖) which measures the trust of users in different kinds of communities, for example online selling 

services. Here, every new user begins with the lowest reputation and are later rated by other people in the 

community. When users are acting trustful, they get higher reputation points. In addition, not only the us-

ers‘ grade is important, but also the reputation of the users themselves. Spatial data could then be seen as 

true if they were similarly reported by many different users, each with high reputation (Zacharia & Maes, 

2000). Similar trust models have been proposed, but with the addition of a spatio-temporal dimension, i.e. 

it also matters when and where users have sent in information to the open map (Bishr & Kuhn, 2007). 

 

Some distributors of VGI argue that most of the users are ―good‖, which provide correct information, and 

also check and correct false updates (OpenStreetMap, 2006). According to Wikipedia (2009), many peo-

ple from different backgrounds have the opportunity of editing articles, which prevents them from being 

regional and cultural biased. Groups or censors would then be hindered to impose biased articles. Many 

people would also provide breadth to subjects that normally do not have much information. Wikipedia 

(2009) mention that articles could be easily vandalized, but eventually the articles will become neutral in 

a way that all sides may agree on. The same may be true for VGI; however, many users can go together 

and manipulate the information, and therefore evade different trust methods. Moreover, something is not 

correct just because many believe so. An article or map that becomes neutral, in the way that all sides 

agree on the information, does not have to be correct. The solutions that lie in the hands of the users 

themselves are not entirely safe from attempts of damaging the information. In many common open maps, 

however, users are only allowed to update the map with images and road segments. More complex and 

sensitive information would usually not be editable by the public (described in sect. 2.3). Nevertheless, if 
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a database with sensitive information was editable for some few users, inaccurate data could still occur. 

Moreover, in cases when the database is online, although closed for edits, the risk is higher for malicious 

users to illicitly access the database and provide false information (Litchfield et al., 2005). Therefore, we 

need to prepare for false updates or similar harmful occurrences that pass through different types of fil-

ters. 

 

2.2 Earlier studies in OO-s/w engineering 

Scale-free structures exist in OO class diagrams (Myers, 2003; Valverde & Solé, 2007), as well as in run 

time connections between objects in programs (Potanin et al., 2005), and in several levels at the code and 

system architecture (Concas et al., 2007). Valverde & Sole (2007) analysed class diagrams for OO soft-

ware systems written in C++ and Java. They defined classes in class diagrams as vertices, and their rela-

tionships as edges and arcs (fig. 2.1). The relationships were either member (has a, i.e. aggregation) or in-

heritance (is a, i.e. generalization) (see sect. 2.4 for information about relationships). The links could be 

considered directed, and therefore they analysed the networks both as directed and undirected. They 

found that the undirected networks were scale-free and hierarchical small-worlds. For the directed net-

works, the in-degree was power-law distributed, whereas the out-degree seemed to be a power-law with 

an exponential cut-off. Similar differences for in- and out-degree were discovered by Myers (2003).  

 

 
Figure 2.1 Class diagram defined as a graph 

 

The scale-free small-worlds in OO-software were said to facilitate the software engineer‘s goal of mini-

mizing the cost of changes. The costs are less if it is possible to make software changes without affecting 

many other software components. Due to the scale-free structure, changes in a random software compo-

nent would not affect many other components since it would probably have few connections to others. 

Moreover, because of the high clustering in the small-world networks, most of the component‘s connec-

tions would be to other interconnected ones. Therefore, most changes would affect only a few related 

software components. However, due to the short paths in the small-worlds, there is a risk that changes 

also affect other distant modules of software components, which may create disordered structures (Val-

verde & Sole, 2007).  

 

Valverde & Sole (2007) suggested that when programmers try to make the development as cheap as pos-

sible, the architecture might evolve to contain few large and expensive components, scattered among each 

other, and many small, cheap and highly clustered components. The evolution of software networks could 

also happen because the need of continually making the software compatible with the changes in the ex-

ternal environment, for example user requirements and hardware platforms. Therefore, the softwares 

could evolve to scale-free and hierarchical networks (Myers 2003). 
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2.3 The use of network analyses on database models 

As mentioned, one factor that affects the impact of a false update is the database schema structure. In fig. 

2.2, a false update of a protected area is described. The protected area ―Gysinge‖ is managed by agency 

―Lst GB‖. It has the activity ―Fire‖ specified and the specie ―Lynx‖ lives within it. If then the protected 

area tuple is removed, the agency, activity and specie tuples become isolated (fig. 2.2b). They lose their 

connections to the protected area as well as to each other. However, if instead the activity tuple is re-

moved, the other tables would still be related to each other, and only one direct connection would be bro-

ken. Fig. 1c-d illustrates the same operations but using graphs instead. Here, the cell values are defined as 

vertices and their relationships as edges. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2: False updates on a database. Primary key (PK) and Foreign key (FK) relationships are omit-

ted for simplicity reasons. A) A protected area with a related agency, activity and specie, b) the same ta-

bles being falsely updated, c) graph of the same schema, d) the graph after false updates. 

 

Since the impact of a false update differs depending on the updated table‘s or cell value‘s position in the 

network, knowledge about the schema network structure should be relevant. When we know the network 

structure, its overall stability against intentional attacks or random errors can be found out. As mentioned 

in sect 2.2, scale-free and small-world networks have been found in UML diagrams for OO-softwares. 

This may also be the case for UML diagrams for spatial databases. Scale-free networks have few vertices 

with many connections and many vertices with few connections. They are therefore stable against random 

errors but fragile against targeted attacks (Albert et al., 2000). Moreover, small-world networks have short 

average paths between their vertices and are highly clustered, which usually indicates large or fast infor-

mation spread (Watts & Strogatz, 1998) (larger than for regular networks), as well as being locally robust 

against errors (Crucitti et al., 2004). Therefore, when analysing the database models for these properties, 

we may find out some of their network structures. Thus, the databases‘ robustness against false updates as 

well as sensitive tables, attributes and cell values should be revealed. With this information, we can, for 
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instance, monitor and constrain sensitive objects. However, since most analyses have been made on artifi-

cial networks, it is also necessary to check the error and attack tolerance for selected database models.  

 

2.4 Spatial databases 

Spatial databases are simply databases with the possibility of storing geographic objects, and a database 

management system (DBMS) is a software for managing the storage and access of the data (Longley et 

al., 2005). Many modern DBMS for GIS are Relational DBMS (RDBMS) with Object DBMS (OODB) 

extensions, so-called Object-relational databases (ORDBMS) (Yeung & Hall, 2007). In a RDBMS, the 

data structure can be described as features or entities (e.g. a road) stored in relations or tables. A table 

consists of horizontal tuples or rows, which are instances of the feature (e.g. a private or public road). The 

tables are divided into vertical columns or attributes (e.g. road name, speed limit). Finally, a cell is the 

place where a tuple and an attribute meet, and inside it, there is a cell value (e.g., a private road has the 

value 50 for the attribute speed limit) which has a data type, (e.g. string, integer, etc.). 

 

Tuples are identified by a primary key (PK), a unique id for the tuple. If two tables have a relationship 

with each other, they are connected by one table‘s PK and the other table‘s foreign key (FK). If the cell 

value of an FK matches the value of the PK, they are connected (fig. 2.3). The cardinality for the connec-

tions among the tables can be one-to-one (1:1), e.g. one person can only have one ID; one-to-many (1:m), 

e.g. one person can own many cars, but a car can only have one owner; and many-to-many (m:m), e.g. 

one person can like many types of ice creams, and one ice cream can be liked by many persons. A 

RDBMS has often four types of constraints, which are: (1) entity constraints: a PK cannot be NULL; (2) 

referential constraints: for a FK to exist, there must be a PK with the same cell value in the table it refers 

to; (3) domain constraints: allowed values or value ranges that a cell can have (e.g. the speed limit can 

only be 30, 50, 70, etc.); and (4) business constraints: user defined constraints. In the OODB concept, su-

pertypes and subtypes (or superclasses and subclasses) may be used. A subtype is defined as a feature 

class (feature/table) which inherit some or all properties from its supertype. For example, bird may be a 

supertype, whereas crow and magpie are subtypes (Yeung & Hall, 2007). The term feature class, or class, 

is the Object-Oriented term for objects, which are stored in tables. Therefore, in this thesis tables and 

classes share the meaning. 

 

For many modern GIS, the spatial data and their associated attributes are stored in the same DBMS (fig. 

2.3). Spatial feature classes may have pre-defined fields such as unique id‘s and geometry, and linked to 

non-spatial tables. The geometry types are defined in the DBMS, and the Open Source Consortium 

(OGC) standards for geometry are generally accepted (Yeung & Hall, 2007). The physical implementa-

tion of the database and the geometry may vary, however, between vendors. 
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Figure 2.3 Model of a GIS spatial database  
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2.5 Database models 

When designing databases, the data model is used to describe the real-world phenomena and how it 

should be represented in the database. The modelling phase can be divided into three parts, each part be-

ing more detailed than its precursor. They are the conceptual, logical and physical models. The concep-

tual model is abstract and specifies the different concepts (feature types) to be used, whereas the logical 

model is expressed in specific languages and diagrams according to the selected DBMS (OODB, RDBMS 

or ORDBMS). The physical model is for the actual implementation to the database (Longley et al., 2005).  

 

Many data models today at the conceptual and logical levels are described in UML. The UML class dia-

gram defines the features or objects as classes, and it describes the classes‘ attributes, the operations they 

can perform and their interactive relationships (fig. 2.4) (Yeung & Hall, 2007). 

 

 
Figure 2.4 Data model consisting of geometry, feature classes and subtypes. Different kinds of relation-

ships are also shown. 

 

There are four common relationships between the classes in the class diagram: (1) associations: any kind 

of relationship; (2) aggregations: a ―has a‖ relationship, e.g. a tree has leaves; however, if the tree is re-

moved from the database, its leaves stay; (3) compositions: similar to aggregation, but with one class‘ life 

cycle being dependent of another class, e.g. if a tree is removed, the leaves will also be removed; and (4) 

generalizations: when inheritance occur, i.e. a subtype inherit the properties from a supertype. Moreover, 

we have the abstract class, which is more of a modelling artefact, used to model fields that are common 

for many feature classes. When the model is implemented in the database, the child classes inherit the ab-

stract class‘ attributes. It may vary, nonetheless, among models and vendors. The geometry may be mod-

elled as classes as well as lists of domain constraints, but the level of detail often varies depending on the 

phase of the modelling (Yeung & Hall, 2007). 
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2.6 Graphs, networks and network parameters 

2.6.1 Definition of graphs and networks 

Nooy et al. (2004) define a graph as ―... a set of vertices [or nodes] and a set of lines [or edges, arcs, or 

connections] between pairs of vertices‖ (p.6). Mathematically, a (undirected) graph  is a pair 

, where  is a vertex set , and  an edge set  If , 

then , i.e. if the edge set is nonempty, its elements are two-element subsets of the vertex set. If 

the vertex edge set of graph  is subsets of graph ´s vertex and edge sets, then graph  is a subgraph of 

graph  (Trudeau, 1993). 

 

 
Figure 2.5 An undirected graph with six vertices and six edges or  with edge set 

. 

  

In a graph, directed lines are called arcs, and undirected lines are called edges. An arc can be a one-way 

road, with traffic going only one direction, and an edge will in that case be a normal road, with traffic go-

ing both directions. Arcs are ordered pairs of vertices, with one sender and one receiver, and edges are 

unordered pairs of vertices, with no sender or receiver. A graph with one or more arcs is called a directed 

graph or digraph, and a graph with only edges is called an undirected graph (Nooy et al., 2004). 

 

A network may be defined as a graph with additional information for the vertices and lines. Such informa-

tion may be names of the vertices or line values representing speed limits (Nooy et al., 2004). A network 

is also sometimes called a weighted graph. 

 

2.6.2 Degree centrality 

The degree of a vertex is the number of lines that is connected to this vertex. There are three types of de-

grees: in-degree, out-degree, and all-degree (i.e. degree). For a vertex, the in-degree is the number of its 

received arcs, whereas out-degree is the number of its sending arcs; all-degree does not consider direc-

tion. The degree can reveal the density or the connectivity (how connected it is) of a network. For exam-

ple, a network with vertices having a high average degree may be of high connectivity. For single verti-

ces, their degrees tell about their situation; how connected or central they are (Nooy et al., 2004). The dis-

tribution of the degrees is of interest in this thesis (whether it is power-law distributed or not). 

 

2.6.3 Clustering Coefficient 

Networks often forms as different clusters. In, for instance, a social network your friends are also friends 

with each other (Watts & Strogatz, 1998). A cluster is here a subset of the vertices, which is highly inter-

nally related with each other. The minimum size of a cluster is three vertices all connected to each other. 

The clustering coefficient  reveals the clustering for the vertices in a graph. Mathematically, it can be de-

fined as  

 

   , ,            (1) 
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where  is the degree of vertex ,  the number of lines among the vertices in a 1-

neighborhood of , and  is the average value of  for the graph. Conclusively, a high  indi-

cates a highly clustered graph (Batagelj & Mrvar, 2008). 

 

2.6.4 Average shortest path 

The shortest path is the fewest possible steps between two randomly chosen vertices in a graph. If  is a 

graph, with a vertex set , and its elements , the average shortest path  can be defined as 

 

     ,              (2) 

 

where  is the average path length of the graph ,  the shortest distance between  and , 

and  the number of vertices in the graph (Crucitti et al., 2003). However, when using Eq. (1), the graph 

should be fully connected, otherwise  will be infinite, since  cannot reach , thus . 

Therefore, most algorithms often measure the shortest path within connected networks, which may lead to 

misinterpretations of . As an alternative, the efficiency of a network may be used instead (see Sect. 

2.4.5). 

 

2.6.5 Efficiency 

The efficiency  was proposed by Latora & Marchiori (2001), and it tells how efficient a network is in 

spreading information both globally and locally. The efficiency can be measured globally (for the entire 

network) or locally (for a sub-network). The efficiency between vertices  and  is , i.e.  is 

inversely proportional to the shortest distance . The global efficiency for a graph  then defined 

as 

 

    .              (3) 

 

When  are disconnected from each other, i.e. ,  becomes zero. This solves the 

problem of the shortest path , and disconnected vertices can be included in the calculation. Conse-

quently,  is a better measurement of the average shortest path when the network is disconnected.  

 

2.6.6 Betweenness centrality 

Simplified, betweenness for a vertex is the number of shortest paths that passes through it. If the informa-

tion flow in a network always follows the shortest available path, betweenness is explained as: 

 

  ,            (4) 

 

where  is the sum of probabilities across all possible pairs of vertices which the shortest path be-

tween  and will pass through . Vertices with high betweenness are important in a network because 

much information passes through here (Mrvar, 2003). Moreover, they can also act as bridges or gatekeep-

ers, which mean that if one of them is removed, many other vertices may get disconnected from the net-

work (Nooy et al., 2004). 
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2.7 Small-world networks 

The concept of Small-world networks became popular after the experiment by Milgram (1967), in which 

he found that there was an average of 5.5 edges between any two persons in the world. An edge between 

two persons (vertices) means here that these two persons know each other. Later, Watts & Strogatz (1998) 

proposed a model for small-world networks. They created a regular lattice with  vertices and  edges 

where each vertex was connected to its four closest neighbours. The vertices got randomly rewired by the 

probability  (fig. 2.6), in which  was a regular lattice, and  was a random graph. A regular 

lattice has a high clustering coefficient  as well as a high average shortest path , whereas a random 

graph has a low  and . They found that when rewiring only a few edges,  dropped much, but  did not 

get affected. Consequently, when comparing a small-world network to a random network, 

  and . In conclusion, small-world networks are highly 

clustered with a short average path between the vertices. In social networks, this means that people have 

many friends who are also friends with each other, for example neighbours or colleagues. People, how-

ever, have also some friends far away from their cluster, which shortening the average path between the 

people in the network (e.g.  as in Milgram (1967). 

 

 
Figure 2.6 A 3-regular graph with coloured clusters. By rewiring a few edges, the graph keeps its clus-

ters, but lowers its average path. 

 

Watts & Strogatz (1998) showed that film actors‘ relationships, power grids and neural networks were 

small-worlds, and after that, many more studies have found small-worlds in other types of real networks 

(Strogatz, 2001). Real networks are networks that occur in the real world, for example road networks and 

computer networks. In small-world networks, diseases spread faster than in regular networks (Watts & 

Strogatz, 1998), but slower than in random networks (Shirley & Rushton, 2005). The small-world phe-

nomenon is valuable when analysing information spread in networks. If only a few vertices in a regular 

network are rewired, the information spread will be much faster (Watts & Strogatz, 1998). For a network 

to be small-world, the degree distribution can differ. For example, it can be Poisson distributed as in the 

Erdős-Rényi (ER) model (Erdős & Rényi, 1959), having long-tailed distributions (Newman, 2003) or 

something else. 

 

2.8 Scale-free networks 

Scale-free networks were first mentioned by Barabasi & Albert (1999) when they created the Barabasi-

Albert (BA) model. In this model, connections among vertices in a growing network self-organize into a 

power-law distribution. If a network is power-law distributed, most vertices have a very low degree and 
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few have an extremely high degree (fig. 2.7b). For a network to self-organize into a power-law distribu-

tion, the BA model has two rules: (1) a network grows with vertices continually being added; and (2) new 

vertices will more often link to vertices with a high degree than to those with a low degree (the probabil-

ity for a vertex to get new connections from other vertices is proportional to its degree). An example is the 

chocolate brands: already well-known brands have a much higher probability to attract new buyers than 

what less well-known brands do. After enough time, the number of buyers for each brand should then 

have self-organized into a power-law distribution. 

 

When plotted on a histogram, the power-law distribution (fig. 2.8a) is much more right-skewed than the 

ones for random networks, which normally are Poisson distributed (fig. 2.8c). The power-law, and similar 

distributions, is also called right skewed, long-tailed, heavy-tailed or top-heavy. These are visual descrip-

tions: long-tailed and heavy-tailed illustrate the long tail, right skewed means that the mass of the distri-

butions are at the right side of the histogram and top-heavy means that most of the summed value belongs 

to some few vertices. If we in a network have some vertices with a degree between  and , and if 

we plot the histogram on a log-log plot, the slope should be straight (fig. 2.8b), i.e. scale-free, with 

, where  and  are constants (Newman, 2006).  reveals the characteristics of the 

distribution, and in the log-log plot, it is the slope of the line.  is also important because it gives us in-

formation about how the nodes are linked in the network (Radev, 2008). If we take the exponent of both 

sides of the log-log plot, we get: 

 

      ,              (5) 

 

where , and  (  for most power-laws in nature).  is often not of interest (New-

man, 2006).  

 

The power-law was introduced by Zipf (1949), in which he found that in language, few English words 

were used many times, and many words were used few times. Later, Pareto et al. (1971) found that 

around 20% of the Italian population had, or had above, the average income. In addition, these 20% had 

80% of the wealth, whereas the other 80% had the rest 20%. The phenomenon was called the 80-20 rule, 

which applies to the degree distribution in most scale-free networks. Here, the value of  can tell where 

the majority of the distribution lies. Newman (2006) shows that a small  (provided that ), the more 

gives a more top-heavy distribution. For a network, it means that fewer vertices will have a degree above 

the mean value, and that the relationship will, for example, instead be 85-15, 90-10 and so on. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 2.7 Networks in which the vertices‘ size represents their degree. (a) ER random network with 

Poisson distributed degree. (b) Scale-free network with few very big and many small vertices. 
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Figure 2.8 (a) Histogram of the degree distribution of a network made from the BA model. Power-law 

distributed values characterized by their L-shape and long tail. (b) Log-log plot of the power-law. (c) His-

togram of an ER random network with Poisson distribution.  

 

In scale-free networks, information or diseases spread fast (Dezso & Barabási, 2002; Ganesh et al., 2005), 

and the networks are considered to be robust against random vertex removals but extremely sensitive to 

removals of their most central vertices (Albert et al., 2000). If a network is stable against errors, it does 

not get disconnected if some random vertex is removed or damaged, because the vertices will probably 

have few lines. The network, however, will be more disconnected if the most connected vertex is attacked 

(Albert et al., 2000) (discussed in sect. 2.10). 

 

2.9 Power law estimations 

Power-laws have been intensely studied the last 10 years, and there are power-laws in many real-world 

phenomena, for example, web hits, citations, population of cities, etc. The origin of these power-laws can 

be explained by the BA, or similar, models. However, there are also right-skewed distributions that are 

not scale-free, such as the size of forest fires and the size of people‘s email address books (Newman, 

2006). Many distributions may look like power-laws, while in fact being something else. Even if there 

have been several studies about power-laws, less attention have been paid on how to distinguish power-

laws from other distributions (Clauset et al., 2009).  

 

The common way to analyze power-law distributed data has been to plot a histogram of a distribution on 

a log-log plot, and then fit the slope of the line with the method of least squares. The method has been 

criticized by Clauset et al. (2009) because: (1) the least square method may give biased results; (2) most 

distributions follow only a power-law for values above some minimum value , thus  has to be 

determined; and (3) even if the power-law is a good fit, other distributions may be better. To solve the 

problems, Clauset et al. (2009) has developed a method based on Maximum Likelihood Estimators. 

The methods for estimating of power-laws are different depending whether the data are continuous or dis-

crete. Since only discrete data are used in this thesis, only these methods will be described here. Let  be 

a set of integer values,  , . If the probability  that  is   

 

      , ,                (6) 

 
then the distribution of  is said to be power-law distributed (Newman, 2006). To estimate , the cumula-

tive distribution function (CDF) is used to avoid the noise seen in fig. 2.6b. In the CDF, values are 

grouped under the cumulative probability of being smaller than a given observation. For example, 90% 

have value 2 or more, 30% have value 3 or more, etc. If a distribution follows Eq. (6), then the CDF is 

 

  ,              (7) 
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where x is an integer,  is the Rieman Ϛ-function: . If  is known, 

Maximum Likelihood Estimators (MLE) can derive  and fit the power law to the observed data. When 

using MLE, the discrete power-law distributed integers are approximated as continuous real numbers 

rounded to the nearest integer, which gives 

 

    ,                (8) 

 

where   are the observed values above . To use this equation, we have to find where the 

power-law is supposed to start, i.e. where  is situated. Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) Goodness-of-fit 

statistics D can here be used, which is the maximum distance between the CDFs of the data and the fitted 

model. 

 

                  (9) 

 

 is the CDF of the observed data above or equal to ;  is the CDF for the power-law model 

that best fits the data in the region  (calculated with Eq (8)). For every possible ,  and  

is calculated, and the  that minimizes  for all values above  will be used. See fig. 2.9 for an ex-

ample of a distribution with a fitted power-law. 

 

When we know ,  can be found out because  should sum to 1 due to the normalisation of the distri-

bution:  (Newman, 2006). 

 

 
Figure 2.9 A CDF with its estimated power-law, plotted on a log-log scale, showing the estimated  

and . 

 

When  and  are estimated, a test of how well the observed data fit to the hypothesized power-law 

should be carried out. Clauset et al. (2009) used the following approach. First, they created many datasets 

from power-law distributed random numbers with the same α and  as the observed values. Thereaf-

ter, each artificial dataset were fitted to its own power-law and the KS statistics  were calculated for 

them. Finally, they counted the number of times that the distance  for the artificial datasets was larger 

than  for the observed values. A resulting p-value showed the probability that the random values would 

by chance fit at least as good to their model as the observed values did to their own. The p-value limit was 

set to 0.1, i.e. if , the hypothesis that the observed distributions followed a power-law would be 

rejected. If an observed distribution got , the probability of getting artificial datasets to fit at least 

as good to their models as the observed data did its own would be 10 %. This was a stricter limit than 
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usual. More often , but the authors thought it would let through some distributions that had very 

small chances of following a power-law. The number of artificial data set told the accuracy of the p-value, 

and around 1000 datasets would be accurate to around two decimals, which were considered as enough. It 

is also important to mention that if the observed data is small, for example , the p-value will be 

less accurate. An exponential or logarithmic distribution could also get a p-value above 0.1 for such small 

data, but being ruled out at larger samples. 

 

Even if the p-value tells that a power-law is a good fit, other distributions may be more likely. Similar dis-

tributions to the power-law are for example the heavy-tailed Weibull and lognormal (if heavy-tailed is de-

fined as distributions with tails not being exponential bounded (Asmussen, 2003)); the exponential; and 

the power-law with an exponential cut-off at the tail. Poisson is also of interest because random networks 

have this distribution. Clauset et al. (2009) compared these competing distributions with the power-law to 

see which one that was the best fit. The likelihood ratio test was used to see which of two selected distri-

butions that best fitted the observed data. The resulting log likelihood ratio  is defined as 

 

      .                             (10) 

 

Where  and  are the compared probability density functions (PDF) (e.g. = E.q (6)), 

and  is the log-likelihood for a single value  within a distribution. The resulting  was a 

positive (power-law in favour) or negative (compared distribution in favour) value depending on which of 

the two distributions that seemed most probable for the observed data. However, the test did not tell 

whether a distribution was good or not; only which of the two compared that was best. 
 

At last, the authors used the method of Vuong (1989) to see if the results from the likelihood ratio test 

were significant or not. The result was a p-value, defined as 

 

                       .            (11) 

 

Where  is the Complementary error function and the variance  is given by 

, where . If , the outcome was said to 

be significant, and the result could tell which distribution that was most probable. If , the data 

were insufficient for any definite statements to be made. 

 

To summarize, the needed steps were to: (1) estimate  and ; (2) calculate the p-value of the fit; and 

(3) compare the power-law distribution with similar distributions. 
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2.10 Error and attack tolerance 

The error and attack tolerance indicates the robustness of a network. Error is here defined as the removal 

of randomly chosen nodes or connections, whereas attack is the removal of the most central nodes or 

edges. In this thesis, an attack may illustrate a false update (for example, deletions) on the most central 

tables or cell values, whereas an error would be a randomly performed update. The effect can be meas-

ured in the drop of the relative size  of the largest connected network (fig. 2.10), the raise of the average 

shortest path  (Albert & Barabási, 2002), or the drop of global and local efficiency  and  (Cru-

citti et al., 2003).  has shown to be a better indicator than , because the network gets more and 

more disconnected (Crucitti et al., 2003). In attack, the removal of the nodes with highest degree is com-

mon (Albert & Barabási, 2002), but betweenness is also of interest (Crucitti et al., 2004). When compared 

with random networks, both Poisson (Albert & Barabási, 2002) and exponential (Crucitti et al., 2003) dis-

tributed, scale-free networks are more robust against errors but much more fragile against targeted at-

tacks.  

 

(a)  (b)  (c)  

Figure 2.10 Attacks on the nodes with highest betweenness. Red rings show the relative size  of the 

largest connected network, and arrows point out the removed node. (a) , (b) , (c) . 
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3 Materials and Methods 

The objectives of this study is analyse spatial data models for scale-free and small-world properties. In 

addition, an error and attack analysis is to be done some of the data models. The method applied consists 

of the following steps. 

 Collection of spatial database models 

 Graph specification of models 

 Transformation of models to graphs 

 Small-world analyses 

 Scale-free analyses 

 Error and attack tolerance 

These steps are described in more detail below. 

 

3.1 Materials 

Most of the analysed class diagrams were stored in the eXtensible Markup Language (XML) Metadata In-

terchange (XMI) format, which is an OMG standard for storing object-oriented information (Grose et al., 

2002). They were mainly downloaded from the data model directory of the ESRI support centre (ESRI, 

2009). Fourteen data models were found to have XMI files that could be converted with the eXtensible 

Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT) to a graph format. In addition, models from the Swedish 

land survey, provided by Future Position X (FPX), and the Annex 1 application schemas from the 

INSPIRE Consolidated UML Model (INSPIRE, 2009a) were used. These models were stored as graphics 

(e.g. in pdf, gif). Important to mention is that since most data models used were modelled for the ESRI 

Geodatabase, the material used might not be representative for all GIS data models. See Appendix A for a 

list of the used class diagrams. 

 

3.2 Specification of network models 

The class diagrams used consists of spatial and non-spatial feature classes, relationships and attributes. 

The simplest graph may then be feature classes and their relationships specified as vertices and edges. 

Another way is to specify classes and attributes as vertices with connections between the classes and their 

attributes. The distributions of connections in these two graphs may then be analysed for scale-free prop-

erties. To better represent the physical implementation, however, the relationships among tables should be 

specified as relationships among attributes. Therefore, it should also be useful to use solely the attributes 

in the graphs. In the data models, we have spatial and non-spatial feature classes (of which some are ab-

stract classes), lists of domain constraints and geometry classes. All of these items were included in the 

specifications except the domain constraints. One reason was problems in automation of the translations 

of the UML diagrams stored in XMI files. 
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3.2.1 Class graphs 

The goal here was to convert class diagrams to graphs. To do this, the vertices and edges had to be de-

fined, and the concepts of class graph from Valverde & Sole (2007) (fig. 2.1) were used. Here, the feature 

classes were defined as vertices and their relationships as edges (fig. 3.1). That means; there were no dif-

ferences between associations, aggregations, compositions or generalizations.  

 

 
Figure 3.1 Diagram with classes and their relationships, converted to a graph with vertices and edges. 

 

3.2.2 Attribute graphs 

The number of attributes in each class may also be considered in the network models. Here, the classes 

and attributes are specified as vertices, and arcs are established between each class and its attributes (fig. 

3.2). The out-degree could then later on be measured with the result of attributes getting a zero out-

degree. Therefore, the attributes could be excluded from the analyses, whereas classes would get the same 

out-degree as their number of attributes. 

 

 
Figure 3.2 A class diagram transformed to a graph with classes (light blue) and attributes (dark blue) as 

vertices. Arcs represent the connections from classes to their attributes. 
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3.2.3 Schema graphs 

The schema graph tries to better model the physical implementation as compared to the class graphs and 

attribute graphs. When specifying the schema graph, the vertices consist of attributes, and the edges are 

the relationships between the FK and PK. Attributes in same tables are considered as connected. More-

over, due to the database normalisation, relation tables are created between two tables that have the cardi-

nality m:m. Therefore, when the relationships have that cardinality, a cluster of three vertices should be 

created, linking the two tables with each other. These three vertices should represent the PK and two FK 

in the relation table. 

 

This specification (fig. 3.3a) should therefore better represent a graph of the physical implementation. 

However, there were technical difficulties. Many data models did not describe the PK-FK relationships 

and this complicated the transformation process of the models in XMI. The only marked relationships in 

the XMI files were those between classes. An alternative way was to specify the classes as artificial PKs 

and FKs. Then, the classes‘ relationships could be used as the relationships between the PK and FK (fig. 

3.3b). This specification had, however, an error. For example, in the first specification ―Table A‖ in fig. 

3.3a has two FKs. The tables‘ attributes should therefore be transformed into clustered vertices in which 

two have connections outside their cluster (vertices ―ID(PK)‖ and ―D_ID(FK)‖ in ―Attributes A‖). How-

ever, when using the alternative specification, after the transformation of ―Class A‖ in fig. 3.3b, only one 

vertex would have connections outside its cluster (vertex ―Class A‖). That means, the degree for these 

vertices would be different. 

 

Figure 3.3 Schema graphs. (a) The physical implementation of a model which is specified as a graph with 

attributes as vertices (dark blue points) connected to each other through FKs and PKs. (b) Class diagram 

specified as a graph with classes (light blue points) and attributes (dark blue points) as vertices, connected 

to each other through the classes. 

 

When analysing the schema graphs for scale-free properties, the betweenness distribution should be used 

instead of the degree distribution. The betweenness plays a more important role than degree in the schema 

graph since many vertices will have similar degree due to the high clustering. Moreover, small-world 

analyses should be relevant since the schema graphs intend to represent the actual database structure of 

the implementation (of the physical level). 
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3.3 XSLT Transformation of class diagrams to graphs 

Pajek is a free program for network analysis (http://vlado.fmf.uni-lj.si/pub/networks/pajek/). As input, it 

requires network specifications according to a specific ASCII-based format (.net). The source data con-

sists of fourteen class diagrams stored in XMI and six diagrams stored as gif and pdf. The XMI-based 

diagrams were transformed to the specified class graphs, attribute graphs and schema graphs. For the six 

class diagrams stored in graphic formats, the degree, related to class graphs and attribute graphs, were 

manually counted. No schema graphs were created for the diagrams in graphic formats since it would be a 

very time-consuming task to do it manually. This was also the case for the betweenness calculations. 

 

A XML document is built of elements, which consists of start ―<‖ and end ―</‖ tags, for instance <Class> 

and </Class>. Inside the elements, information and other elements can be stored. Moreover, if an element 

is inside another element, it is a child of the parent element. Fig. 3.4 shows a class stored in a XMI docu-

ment. In this case, <name> and <Attribute> are children of <Class>, and <name> is children of two dif-

ferent <Attribute>. Furthermore, every class and attribute element are identified by unique id‘s (xmi.id). 

The information we can get from this example is that the class Car has two attributes named Name and 

Type. 

 

<Class xmi.id=”3523”> 

 <name>Car</name> 

 <Attribute xmi.id=”3265”> 

  <name>Name</name> 

 </Attribute> 

<Attribute xmi.id=”4634”> 

  <name>Type</name> 

 </Attribute> 

</Class> 

Figure 3.4 Simplified view of a class diagram stored in a XMI 

 

For the class diagrams stored in XMI files, the relevant details for this thesis were the classes, the attrib-

utes, and the relationships with their cardinality. Every class, attribute and relationship had a unique id for 

identification purpose. If two classes were linked, their id could be found within the relationship class. 

This made it possible to link the classes during the transformation. The classes and attributes were linked 

together through their parent-children relationships. Briefly, these procedures were needed when convert-

ing class diagrams into class graphs and attribute graphs. Similar transformations were done for the 

schema graphs, but with the difference of linking attributes in same classes to each other, and creating 

new vertices, serving as relation tables, when the cardinality was m:m. The cardinality between two fea-

ture classes was stored inside the relationship classes.  

 

Fig. 3.5 shows an example of a class diagram being transformed to a class graph. The diagram illustrates 

the feature classes protected area, activity and species. Here, the relationships are aggregations, i.e. the 

protected area has activities and species (or, activities and species are inside the protected area). When 

looking at the XMI documents, the feature classes (<Class>) and their relationships (<Association>) are 

stored as elements, and each class, relationship and attribute (<Attribute>) have a unique id (xmi.id) and a 

name (<name>). In this example, only the relationship class for the protected area and species are shown. 

Inside the relationship class there are two association ends (<AssociationEnd>) which have information 

about the cardinality (in this case m:m, which is shown by the ―*‖), and child elements (<Associa-

tionEnd.type>) that show the two linked classes with their id (e.g. class xmi.idref=‖ID_ProtArea‖). With 

this information, XSLT could be used to transform the XMI into a Pajek format. In the Pajek format, ver-

tices with their id and names are first shown, and thereafter their edges or arcs or both. The edge ―1 2‖ 

http://vlado.fmf.uni-lj.si/pub/networks/pajek/
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symbolises a connection between ProtectedArea and Species. At last, the format can be opened and ana-

lysed as a graph in Pajek. 

 

 
Figure 3.5 Example transformation of a class diagram into a class graph in Pajek. If the diagram was 

transformed to a schema graph, the m:m cardinality would result in three vertices representing a relation 

table between ProtectedArea and Species. 

 

It should be mention that the XSLT transformation was divided into two parts because a Document Type 

Definition (DTD) was needed to define some characteristics of the elements. The reason was that XMI 

does not have any universal definitions of their semantics and DTD can describe the meaning of the 

words. For instance, a DTD was needed when giving the relationships (the edges) the same id as the cor-

responding feature classes (see ―Pajek format‖ in fig. 3.5). The DTD was created during the first part and 

used during the second one. Furthermore, the example above is simplified, and for a better understanding 

of the XSLT transformation, see Appendix B for one of the used XSL documents for schema graphs. Fi-

nally, fig. 3.6 show an example of a transformed class diagram into a schema graph (See Appendix C for 

all schema graphs visualised in Pajek). 
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(a)  (b)  

Figure 3.6 Example of a class diagram transformed to a schema graph. (a) Schema graph of the Transpor-

tation model. (b) Zoomed in view of the graph. 

 

3.4 Small-world analyses 

After the transformation, the schema graphs were imported to Pajek, and the average shortest path  and 

clustering coefficient  were measured for each network. The networks were then exported from Pajek to 

R, a free software for statistical calculations (http://www.r-project.org/), in which the global efficiency 

 could be measured. The reason for using both  and  was that  measures only the shortest 

path between the connected vertices (Batagelj & Mrvar, 2008), whereas  includes the disconnected 

vertices. Consequently, it is important to know the average shortest path both for the connected vertices 

and for all vertices; a graph may have a short path in its core, yet many isolated vertices. As in Watts & 

Strogatz (1998), for each schema graph, a random network based on the Erdős–Rényi (ER) model was 

created. The random network had also the same number of vertices and average degree as the correspond-

ing schema graph. Thereafter, ,  and  were calculated for the random network, and the parameters 

could be compared with the ones for the schema graph. It should be mentioned that Valverde & Sole 

(2007) analysed the class graphs for small-worlds, but this was not done in this thesis. The reason was 

that the possible attacks were assumed to be on both attributes and tables. Moreover, by measuring  in 

the schema graphs we would also reveal it for the class graphs. 

 

3.5 Scale-free analyses 

During the scale-free analyses, the degree distribution for class graphs and attributes, and the betweenness 

distribution for the schema graphs were estimated. Because power-law distributions are said to follow the 

80-20 rule (see sect. 2.8), the percentage of the classes with a degree or betweenness above the mean 

value were measured. The reason was to get an overview of the distributions (Yin, 2009), and to see if 

they were top-heavy (Newman, 2006). In this case, the more top-heavy a distribution is, the more degree 

or betweenness belong to the largest vertices (or, the more top-heavy, the less percentage of the vertices 

would have a degree or betweenness above the mean value). 

 

The distributions were estimated as in sect. 2.9, and the free packages from Clauset et al. (2007) were 

used to automate the calculations. Matlab with the packages from Clauset et al. (2007) were used to fit the 

power-law to the data (estimating , and  with (Eq. (7-9)), and to calculate the p-value for the fitted 

power-law model. The distributions that were used for comparisons with the power-law were lognormal, 

Weibull, exponential, Poisson and power-law with a cut-off (same as in Clauset et al. (2009). Worth men-

tion is that when estimating the betweenness distributions, they were treated as continuous values (be-

tweenness is normalized, thus ranging from 0-1). Therefore, they could not be compared to the discrete 

http://www.r-project.org/
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Poisson distribution. This was solved by multiplying the values by 10
7
, and then rounding them to the 

nearest integer. 

 

3.6 Error and attack tolerance 

For this analysis, class and schema graphs were compared with each other and with random Erdős–Rényi 

(ER) networks. The ER networks had the same size and average degree as the corresponding class and 

schema graphs. As indicator, the drop in the relative size  of the largest connected network was selected. 

For scale-free and random networks, Crucitti et al. (2004) showed that there were small differences be-

tween degree attack and betweenness attack. However, for real-world networks (which might also be 

small-worlds), nodes with high betweenness might be more important to the network than nodes with 

high degree. Therefore, both betweenness and degree attack were used for comparison purpose.  

 

The class and schema graphs for two diagrams, Sewer system and Tele communication (see Appendix A), 

were chosen for the analysis. The graphs, and their corresponding ER networks, were exported as adja-

cency matrices from Pajek to R. First, error and degree attack was done, as in Albert & Barabási (2002), 

with the R package brainwaver. That is, random nodes, and the nodes with the highest degree, were re-

moved, and for every error or attack, the relative size  was measured. For the larger schema graphs, 2% 

of the nodes were removed, and for the smaller class graphs, 10% were removed. Every error, i.e. every 

removal of a random node, was repeated 100 times and the mean value of  were chosen.  

 

The error and degree attack was an automated process. For betweenness attack as in Crucitti et al. (2004), 

however, the R packages brainwaver and igraph had to be combined. To calculate the betweenness, the 

adjacency matrix had to be converted to a graph. Thereafter, the node (in the adjacency matrix) with the 

highest betweenness was attacked and  could be shown. The attacked node was then deleted in the 

graph, the edited graph was converted back to an adjacency matrix, and the process could start over again. 

Thus, the betweenness was recalculated after every removal. The reason for the conversations was that to 

calculate betweenness and remove nodes with igraph, a graph was needed, and to do the betweenness at-

tack with brainwaver, an adjacency matrix was needed.  
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4 Results 

The results of the analyses in three sections were related to: 

 Small-world properties of the schema graphs 

 Scale-free properties of the class graphs, attribute graphs and schema graphs 

 Error and attack results from two class graphs and two schema graphs 

 

4.1 Small-world properties: schema graphs 

As described in section 2.7, small-world networks are highly clustered with short average paths between 

the vertices. When compared with random networks, small-world networks have much larger clustering 

coefficients  and similar or slightly larger average shortest paths  (Watts & Strogatz, 1998). The global 

efficiency , from Latora & Marchiori (2001), may be a better indicator for disconnected networks 

than what  is since it includes disconnected vertices. Most algorithms for  only measures the shortest 

path between the connected vertices. However, when including both  and  in the analysis we can 

see, when compared to each other, whether a network consists of many isolated vertices or not. The indi-

cators ,   and  for the schema graphs and random graphs are shown in table 1. 

 

Table 1 Small-world indicators for schema and random graphs.  is the inverted , thus comparable 

with (in this case only the symbol ).  = number of vertices,  = average vertex degree and  = 

clustering coefficient. 

Diagram         

Forestry xmi 710 23.66 0.27 0.42 0.29 0.44 0.912 0.034 

Geoscience 210 4.18 0.19 0.26 0.13 0.28 0.685 0.007 

Foundations 1 1716 6.62 0.15 0.24 0.09 0.33 0.561 0.004 

Foundations 2 1715 10.45 0.15 0.29 0.16 0.31 0.745 0.006 

Homeland 936 6.64 0.23 0.26 0.07 0.27 0.469 0.008 

Ihop ucar 169 10.27 0.24 0.40 0.20 0.44 0.44 0.068 

Marine 272 11.16 0.21 0.39 0.12 0.42 0.754 0.045 

Operations 1 409 18.22 0.19 0.42 0.17 0.45 0.584 0.043 

Operations 2 435 18 0.19 0.41 0.18 0.44 0.649 0.041 

Parcel 746 7.12 0.18 0.28 0.11 0.30 0.56 0.01 

Sewer 826 4.5 0.15 0.22 0.16 0.23 0.466 0.005 

Stormwater 353 3.76 0.13 0.22 0.15 0.24 0.44 0.015 

Transportation 560 7.61 0.16 0.29 0.16 0.32 0.574 0.014 

Tele com. 446 7.99 0.16 0.31 0.18 0.34 0.666 0.016 

 

The results show that, for around half of the schema graphs, , 

 and . This is a clear indication of small-world properties. For the 

other half, the average path between vertices was around twice as for random graphs. When comparing 

 and , it reveals that some graphs, for example Homeland, had short paths among their connected 

vertices, but also many isolated vertices. Many schema graphs had small-world properties, but because all 

attributes in the same classes were defined as clustered vertices, most graphs would of course be highly 

clustered (fig. 4.1). Consequently, because of the definition of the schema graph, diagrams with relative 

many attributes will get a high , while diagrams with relative few attributes will get a low . 
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Figure 4.1 Two Schema graphs. Black rectangles represents tables, blue vertices represent attributes in-

side the tables. Clustering is unavoidable. 

 

For a view of the schema graphs illustrated in Pajek, see Appendix C. 

 

4.2 Scale-free properties 

In sections 2.8-9, a scale-free graph was described as having most of its vertices loosely connected and 

some few highly connected, i.e. the vertices‘ degree were power-law distributed. Except from the power-

law distribution, a commonly used indicator for scale-free is that only 20% of the vertices have a degree 

at, or above, the average value, i.e. they follow the 80-20 rule. In this thesis, power-law estimations were 

done for the degree distributions in the graphs, and it was investigated how many vertices that had a de-

gree above the average value. For the schema graphs, betweenness was analysed instead of degree be-

cause it is a more important property in the schema graphs. Below are the results from the power-law es-

timations and 80-20 analysis. 

 

4.2.1 Power-law estimations 

For the power-law estimations, the steps described by Clauset et al. (2009) had been applied, which 

means 

 Estimate  and then  for all  

 Use KS statistics to calculate the p-value for the fitted power-laws 

 Compare, by using the likelihood ratio (LR) test, power-laws with other distributions 

The results from these steps are shown below 

 

For table 2-4, negative values of the Likelihood Ratio (LR) indicate that the alternative distribution is to 

be preferred, whereas positive values give more support for the power-law. A large positive or negative 

value shows a stronger support for one distribution over another; values around zero indicate that both are 

equally good or bad. Significant p-values for the power-law fit are shown in bold, i.e. when . To 

save space, the p-values for the LR-tests were not included in the tables. Instead, the LR-value was set to 

bold if it had a significant p-value ( ). Thus, for instance, a bold negative LR value for the Weibull 

distribution tells us that it is probably a better fit than the power-law. Moreover, the lower the negative 

value is, the more probable is Weibull than power-law (observe that it does not say that Weibull is a good 

fit; it is only better than the power-law). However, if the p-value from the LR test is not significant, the 

data were insufficient to make any definite conclusions. In the Support column, a power-law got ―moder-

ate‖ support if it was a good fit, but not all competing distributions could be ruled out (power-laws could 

get ―good‖ support, indicating that the power-law had ruled out all other distributions, but no distribution 

got this support). Furthermore, a support for a cut-off indicated that the distribution was more probable to 

be a power-law with an exponential cut-off. Finally, ―none‖ support meant that some other distribution, or 

no distribution, were to be preferred, or that no results were significant.  
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Table 2 Power-law estimations for Class graphs. n = number of vertices (classes/tables), p = p-value for 

the power-law fit,  = power-law exponent, LR = Likelihood Ratio test of the power-law and an alterna-

tive distribution. Significant values in bold. 

        Poisson lognormal exponential Weibull cut-off 

  Diagram n p α  LR LR LR LR LR  Support 

Hydrography 37 0.5 2.07 -0.57 -0.54 -0.42 -0.59 -0.47 moderate 

Inf. model 49 0.13 2.06 -3.77 -3.5 -3.46 -4.16 -3.85 moderate 

Arc Marine 63 0.61 3.46 11.42 -2.05 2.89 0.38 0 moderate 

Water util. 45 0.27 2.57 12.66 -0.14 4.68 0.35 -0.07 moderate 

Forestry xmi 110 0.12 3.5 357.33 -5.5 99.31 10.29 0 moderate 

Tele com. 88 0.36 2.85 16.87 -0.09 2.2 -0.03 -0.25 moderate 

Transp. 119 0.59 2.29 18.32 -1.13 0.11 -1.24 -1.43 cut-off 

Ihop ucar 43 0.42 3.5 3.1 -0.01 0.71 0.05 -0.03 moderate 

Parcels 149 0.02 2.34 20.41 -2.67 -2.54 -2.98 -3.13 cut-off 

Sewer 164 0.01 2.26 37.22 -2.94 -2.38 -3.47 -3.86 cut-off 

Stormwater 79 0.01 2.13 2.9 -0.63 -0.74 -0.81 -0.9 none 

Geoscience 57 0.04 2.49 19.21 -0.25 2.6 2.3 -0.27 none 

Found. 1 370 0 2.02 156.32 -2 8.86 -2.09 -2.78 cut-off 

Found. 2 244 0 2.14 143.12 -4.42 2.43 -4.41 -4.13 none 

Homeland 323 0.06 2.35 88.26 -3.7 9.69 2.56 0 none 

Oper. 1 93 0 1.93 41.03 21.1 10.7 1.8 0 none 

Oper. 2 92 0 1.95 42.74 -2.48 11.24 8.16 0 none 

 

All class graphs above were from the transformed diagrams in XMI, except Properties and Hydrography, 

from the Swedish Land Survey; and Water utility, from the ESRI download centre. These were stored in 

graphic formats, thus their degree were manually counted. 

 

Eight (8/17) graphs had significant p-values for power-law while seven of them got moderate support. 

One seemed to be a power-law with an exponential cut-off (The graph Properties, however, got weaker 

support than the other graphs). Worth mention is that for only three graphs with moderate support, Pois-

son, which is common for random graphs, could be definitely ruled out. If we include all graphs, Poisson 

could be ruled out eleven times, lognormal one time, exponential four times and Weibull three times. Fi-

nally, in none of the graphs, Poisson or exponential seemed more probable than power-law. 

 

Important to mention is that many class graphs had few vertices ( ), which made the estimations 

inaccurate (Clauset et al., 2009). For example, lognormal distributions might look similar to power-laws 

at small n. Moreover, most graphs with significant p-values had less than 100 vertices. In addition, the 

graphs from Tele communication, Ihop ucar and Arc Marine had only around 40% of their  above  

(Fig. 4.2, Table 5). That means, only 40% of their vertices were used in the power-law estimations, mak-

ing the power-laws fitted over few vertices. However, although the data were insufficient to predict 

whether the distributions would be static and strict power-laws at large n, the observed distributions at 

their present stage seemed to be long-tailed (fig. 4.2). 
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(a)  (b)  

(c)  (d)  
Figure 4.2 log-log plots of cumulative distribution (CDF) for class graphs. The black dotted lines are the 

fitted , and where it ends (upper left), . (a) Class graphs with moderate support. Marine and 

Tele communications have here a higher  than Hydrography. (b) Graphs with no support; however, 

the distributions seem more or less long-tailed. (c) Remaining graphs (n ranges 43 – 92). (d) Remaining 

graphs (n ranges 119 – 370). 
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Table 3 Power-law estimations for attribute graphs. na = number of attributes, otherwise abbreviations as 

in Table 2.  

     
Poisson lognormal exponential Weibull cut-off 

 
Diagram n na p α LR LR LR LR LR Support 

Hydrography 37 61 0.63 3.08 0.44 -0.24 -0.24 -0.29 -0.33 moderate 

Properties 49 149 0.75 2.39 26.55 -0.15 3.65 -0.08 -0.30 moderate 

Arc Marine 63 191 0.13 3.50 11.85 0.00 1.91 0.17 0.00 moderate 

Forestry pdf 97 920 0.74 3.00 102.08 -0.09 7.20 3.54 -0.20 moderate 

INSPIRE 124 512 0.56 3.50 8.23 -0.69 -0.29 -0.63 -0.58 moderate 

Geoscience 57 97 0.68 3.47 5.06 -0.04 1.69 0.39 -0.04 moderate 

Forestry xmi 110 600 0.32 2.53 86.54 -0.06 5.10 10.90 -0.30 moderate 

Homeland 323 607 0.17 2.30 13.49 -0.29 0.49 -0.32 -0.39 moderate 

Ihop ucar 43 114 0.62 2.74 12.86 -0.04 1.64 2.34 -0.10 moderate 

Oper.1 93 181 0.02 1.87 11.43 -0.16 -0.14 -0.22 -0.26 none 

Oper. 2 92 208 0.81 2.65 19.87 -0.06 0.47 -0.07 -0.15 moderate 

Agriculture 73 411 0.60 2.58 90.11 -0.18 6.46 6.99 -0.13 moderate 

Sewer 164 286 0.00 2.40 -4.45 -4.87 -4.63 -5.72 -5.21 none 

Stormwater 79 115 0.07 2.47 23.42 -0.43 8.52 0.74 -0.22 none 

Found. 1 370 794 0.00 2.70 164.62 11.59 37.26 10.68 -0.01 none 

Found. 2 244 904 0.02 2.78 38.51 -0.56 0.49 -0.70 -0.97 none 

Parcels 149 339 0.02 2.09 12.75 -0.11 0.80 -0.12 -0.21 none 

Tele com. 88 247 0.02 2.63 14.53 -0.48 0.43 -0.59 -0.92 none 

Transp. 119 279 0.03 2.03 -2.06 -1.97 -1.43 -2.28 -1.64 cut-off 

 

The attributes for Hydrography and Properties, from the Swedish Land Survey; Forestry A and Agricul-

ture, from the ESRI download centre; and INSPIRE, from the INSPIRE Consolidated UML Model, were 

not stored in XMI files, and therefore manually counted. 

 

Eleven (11/20) graphs had significant p-values for power-law, and all of them got moderate support. Fur-

thermore, for the eleven with moderate support, Poisson could be ruled out six times, and if we include all 

graphs, Poisson could be ruled out twelve times, lognormal one time, exponential four times and Weibull 

two times. In none of the diagrams, Poisson or the exponential seemed most probable.  

 

Since attribute graphs had the same n as the class graphs, many of the estimations could also here be inac-

curate. Although it was the distributions of attributes that were estimated, the number of attributes (na) 

was only the sum of the vertices (classes) degree (attributes). Therefore, a high na does not tell about the 

accuracy of the estimations. Moreover, most of the distributions with significant p-values had around 

40%-80% of  (Table 6), making the power-law fits rule over fewer x than for the class graphs. 

Nevertheless, as pointed out for the class graphs distributions, the observed distributions seemed long-

tailed, although not static and strict power-laws for all n (fig. 4.3). 
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(a)  (b)  

(c)  (d)  

Figure 4.3 Log-log plots of CDF for Attribute graphs. The black dotted lines are the fitted , and where it 

ends (upper left), . (a) example of graphs with moderate support, (b) example of graphs with no 

support or with a cut-off (Transportation). (c) Remaining graphs (n ranges: 37 – 79). (d) Remaining 

graphs (n ranges: 88 – 370). 

 

Table 4 Power-law estimations for schema graphs. Abbreviations as in Table 2 

        Poisson lognormal exponential Weibull cut-off 

  Diagram n p Α LR LR LR LR LR  Support 

Marine 272 0.30 2.28 4580.39 -0.25 2.56 -0.28 -0.38 moderate 

Forestry 710 0.56 2.29 26199.29 0.00 36.20 0.89 0.00 moderate 

Geoscience 210 0.39 2.12 6905.10 -0.55 5.56 -0.71 -1.13 moderate 

Homeland 936 0.98 2.58 3069.64 0.00 5.30 0.10 -0.01 moderate 

Ihop ucar 169 0.83 2.47 4724.26 -0.12 1.20 -0.15 -0.26 moderate 

Oper. 1 409 0.41 3.12 8606.60 -1.04 -0.19 -1.26 -1.43 cut-off 

Oper. 2 435 0.56 2.90 9029.89 -0.99 -0.15 -1.19 -1.34 cut-off 

Sewer 826 0.07 2.41 3558.28 -1.47 -1.75 -1.81 -1.77 cut-off 

Stormwater 353 0.14 2.27 8928.60 -0.88 -0.28 -1.12 -1.30 moderate 

Found. 1 1716 0.77 2.89 8606.60 -1.04 -0.19 -1.26 -1.43 cut-off 

Found. 2 1715 0.95 2.82 13082.09 -0.17 4.18 0.14 -0.23 moderate 

Parcels 746 0.83 3.58 9432.63 -0.66 4.60 -0.59 -1.08 moderate 

Tele com. 446 0.20 2.08 10560.62 -1.42 -0.20 -1.66 -1.96 cut-off 

Transport 560 0.37 2.05 12820.45 -0.32 2.62 -0.40 -0.60 moderate 
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From table 4 we can see that all schema graphs, except one (Sewer), had significant p-values for power-

law. Nine (9/14) had moderate support, and five were probably power-laws with cut-offs. Poisson could 

be ruled out twelve times and exponential one time. Lognormal and Weibull could never be definitely 

ruled out. Because of the power-laws were so highly favoured over the Poisson distributions, there were 

strong indications that the schema-graphs were not random graphs, instead more long-tailed. 

 

Although the schema graphs had high n (n would here be the classes and attributes for each diagram), 

only 10%-50% of the vertices was larger than  (table 7). Hence, few vertices were used when fitting 

the power-laws. See, for example, Sewer in fig. 4.4b, with only 4% . 

 

In conclusion, most distributions got moderate support for power-laws; however, the percentage of  that 

got support was small. 

 

(a)  (b)  

 

Figure 4.4 Log-log plotted CDFs for Schema graphs. The black dotted lines are the fitted , and where it 

ends (upper left), . (a) Example of graphs with moderate support, (b) example of graphs with 

exponential cut-offs at their tails. (c) Remaining graphs. 
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4.2.2 80-20 analysis 

In the 80-20 analysis, the less percentage of vertices above the mean degree or betweenness, the more 

top-heavy is the distribution. Here, the percentage of  above the mean value were checked for both 

 and . That is, for all  or  the mean value were calculated, and then the per-

centage above that mean value were measured. The reason for including the percentage of  

above the mean value was the following. Newman (2006) showed that a low  (however, not below 2) 

should be an indication for a more top-heavy distribution, i.e. less  should be above the mean value. 

However, Newman (2006) used strict and artificial power-laws, hence  would not be an indicator for all 

observed . Therefore, , for which the power-laws were fitted, was included. In addition, it was 

important to see if the power-law fit was significant. The following tables show the results from these 

analyses. 

 

Table 5 80-20 calculations for class graphs. x = integers representing the vertices degree,  = mean value 

of the analyzed x, (x>0)  = percentage of  above ,  = percentage of 

 above ,  = percentage of x at or above  and  in bold are power-law distribu-

tions with significant p-values. 

Diagram     

Operations 1 41% 41% 100% 1.93 

Operations 2 41% 41% 100% 1.95 

Foundations 1 24% 24% 100% 2.02 

Properties 29% 29% 100% 2.06 

Hydrography 27% 27% 100% 2.07 

Stormwater 29% 29% 100% 2.13 

Foundations 2 22% 22% 100% 2.14 

Sewer 18% 18% 100% 2.26 

Transportation 19% 19% 100% 2.29 

Parcel 18% 18% 100% 2.34 

Homeland 19% 19% 100% 2.35 

Geoscience 14% 18% 80% 2.49 

Water Utility 22% 22% 100% 2.57 

Tele com. 41% 29% 41% 2.85 

Marine 34% 22% 34% 3.46 

Forestry xmi 7% 7% 100% 3.5 

Ihop ucar 42% 20% 42% 3.5 

 

Since most distributions had around 20-30% of their  above , most of them were more or less top-

heavy, both for  and . Nevertheless, since most of the distributions had  their re-

sults were often the same. However, the value of  did not indicate how top-heavy a distribution would 

be. 
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Table 6 80-20 calculations for attribute graphs. Abbreviations as in Table 5 

Diagram  (x > 0)  ( )   

Operations 1 22% 22% 100% 1.87 

Transportation 25% 25% 100% 2.03 

Parcel 24% 24% 100% 2.09 

Homeland 30% 30% 100% 2.3 

Properties 18% 26% 63% 2.39 

Sewer 21% 21% 100% 2.4 

Stormwater 22% 22% 100% 2.47 

Forestry xmi 22% 26% 42% 2.53 

Agriculture 30% 29% 56% 2.58 

Tele com. 31% 34% 54% 2.63 

Operations 2 27% 30% 27% 2.65 

Foundations 1 17% 24% 46% 2.7 

Ihop ucar 25% 22% 64% 2.74 

Foundations 2 23% 31% 20% 2.78 

Forestry pdf 25% 24% 81% 3 

Hydrography 35% 38% 35% 3.08 

Geoscience 21% 27% 79% 3.47 

INSPIRE 40% 34% 33% 3.5 

Marine 45% 25% 45% 3.5 

 

As for the class graphs, most of the times 20-30% of x were above , and therefore were most distribu-

tions top-heavy. Again,  did not indicate how many x that would be above  

 

Table 7 80-20 calculations for schema graphs. x = integers representing the vertices betweenness. Abbre-

viations as in Table 5 

Diagram  (x > 0)  ( )   

Transportation 13% 29% 10% 2.05 

Tele com. 22% 36% 22% 2.08 

Geoscience 23% 26% 48% 2.12 

Stormwater 18% 37% 15% 2.27 

Marine 24% 30% 43% 2.28 

Forestry xmi 14% 19% 51% 2.29 

Sewer 7% 40% 4% 2.41 

Ihop ucar 32% 20% 41% 2.47 

Homeland 18% 22% 16% 2.58 

Foundations 2 8% 27% 4% 2.82 

Foundations 1 9% 29% 10% 2.89 

Operations 2 14% 31% 11% 2.9 

Operations 1 12% 41% 12% 3.12 

Parcel 11% 35% 8% 3.58 

Here, we see that the distributions of x for all values (i.e. x > 0) were more top-heavy (around 10-25%) 

than for the x were the power-law occurred, i.e. , (around 20-40%). Moreover, as mentioned in 

sect 4.2.1, there were many distributions with only a small percentage above . Yet again,  did not 

tell how top-heavy the distributions were. 
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4.3 Error and attack tolerance 

As described in section 2.10, a network‘s error and attack tolerance indicates its robustness. Error was de-

fined as the removal of randomly chosen vertices, whereas attack was the removal of the nodes with high-

est degree, or with highest betweenness. Moreover, scale-free networks are supposed to be more stable 

against errors, but less stable against attacks. The class and schema graphs were used for the Tele com-

munication and Sewer model. One reason for choosing these two was that the class graph of Tele com-

munication had a moderate support for power-law, whereas Sewer had no support. The indicator for the 

graphs robustness was the drop of the relative size  of the largest connected graph.  

 

For the schema graphs (Tele com.: n = 446 and Sewer: n = 826) around 2% of the vertices had been re-

moved, and for the class graphs, (Tele com. n = 88, Sewer n = 164) around 10% were removed. This was 

enough to break down the networks into small parts. During attack, the highest node was automatically 

removed, and the largest size of the network was shown after each remove (fig. 4.5a-d). 

 

Tele communication Sewer 

(a)  (b)  

(c)  (d)  

Figure 4.5 Drops in relative size after edge removals.  = relative size, and n = relative number of re-

moved vertices. B = removal of the node with highest betweenness, D = removal of the node with highest 

degree, R = removal of a randomly chosen node. ER = Erdős–Rényi random graph with same n and aver-

age degree. Every point illustrates one node removal. (a) Schema graph for Tele communication, (b) 

schema graph for Sewer, (c) class graph for Tele communication, (d) class graph or Sewer. B-ER, D-ER, 

R-Sewer and R-Tele are sometimes hidden under the symbols for R-ER. 

 

As shown in fig. 4.5, both the class and schema graphs broke down much faster during betweenness at-

tack than during degree attack. For error, there were no difference between the robustness of the diagrams 

and their corresponding ER graphs. Although Tele communication had a moderate power-law support for 

its class graph, it was more robust against attacks than Sewer. This might be, however, because of the 

more long-tailed distributions of Sewer (Table 5, 7, fig. 4.6) 
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Figure 4.6 Betweenness distributions for the schema graphs of Sewer and Tele communication. The be-

tweenness is plotted versus the cumulative probability. 

 

As seen in fig 4.6, Sewer was more long-tailed than Tele communication. In conclusion, when the distri-

butions are not power-laws for all values, as in this thesis, the support for power-law might not be the 

only indicator of the robustness of a network.  
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5 Discussions 

The aim of this thesis was to analyse spatial data models with respect to small-world and scale-free prop-

erties. In addition, the error and attack tolerance was analysed for selected models. The intention was that 

these results would indicate the robustness of spatial databases against false updates or similar malicious 

occurrences. The discussions will first deal with the results from the small-world, scale-free and error and 

attack analyses. Thereafter, it will be discussed how these results affect spatial databases, especially those 

that are more or less open for the public to update. It is important to mention that the analyses were per-

formed on the conceptual and logical data model level, which means for instance that abstract classes 

were included. A general problem is illustrated here: the conceptual and logical models are partially dif-

ferent to the physical implementation. This brings up the question whether it is sufficient to analyse these 

models or if also studies at the physical level are required. However, this depends on the goals of the 

study. Regarding the specification of network models (sect. 3.2), another question was whether lists of 

domain values could be compared with the other classes or not. In this thesis, they were not included, but 

perhaps these lists should have been specified in other graphs. Furthermore, since most of the analysed 

data models were modelled for the ESRI Geodatabase, they might not be representative for all GIS data 

models. 

 

5.1 Small-world properties: schema graphs 

Most schema graphs were considered to have small-world properties. However, half of the schema graphs 

had an average shortest path twice as long as the corresponding random graphs. One could say that the 

schema graphs had a small degree of randomness (as discussed in section 2.7), making their average path 

longer. The clustering was high and this was due to the specification of the schema graphs in which at-

tributes in the same classes were considered connected. This specification will make all classes with many 

attributes highly clustered. Valverde & Sole (2007) had found small-world properties in class graphs for 

Object-Oriented softwares, but in this thesis, the analyses were done on schema graphs. The reason for 

not choosing class graphs was that the possible intentional attacks and random errors were assumed to be 

on both attributes and tables. In addition, when analysing the shortest paths for schema graphs, we would 

at the same time get the average shortest paths for the class graphs. In the analysed graphs with small-

world properties, most vertices are clustered with some few vertices having connections to other clusters. 

Every cluster is connected to each other by only one vertex, making these linking vertices sensitive. Re-

moving one of these sensitive vertices will make the cluster lose its connection or connections to other 

clusters. Translated to a database schema, cells and tables will get disconnected from each other when for 

instance FKs and PKs are removed.  

 

5.2 Scale-free properties 

Myers (2003) and Valverde & Sole (2007) found power-law distributions in class graphs, which is 

slightly different from the results obtained in this thesis. Although around half of the distributions for the 

class graphs got support for power-laws, the populations in the tests were small, making the estimations 

less accurate. In addition, some of the distributions got power-law support using only a few percentages 

of the population. However, the results from the 80-20 analyses showed long-tailed distributions. There-

fore, the distributions are considered long-tailed but no strict power-laws. One reason to the differences 

compared to the earlier studies might be the estimation methods from Clauset et al. (2009) used in this 

thesis. 

 

This thesis also measured the attribute distribution and the betweenness distribution of the schema graphs. 

Both analyses showed similar results to the class graphs: half of the attribute graphs and all schema 
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graphs got support for power-laws or power-laws with cut-offs. The schema graphs‘ populations were, 

however, large, but the power-laws applied only to few percentages of vertices. Both attribute graphs and 

schema graphs were top-heavy in the 80-20 analyses. According to Newman (2006), an  as near 2 as 

possible, but not below, would give a more top-heavy distribution. This was not the case for the investi-

gated graphs. One reason may be the small and curved (plotted on log-log scales) distributions (i.e. not 

power-laws for all values). Therefore, for  to be useful when estimating the top-heaviness of class dia-

grams, it would be preferable if it applied to many vertices. 

 

One explanation to scale-free networks is growth with preferential attachment (Barabasi & Albert 1999), 

and this might be an explanation to the distributions in the class graphs and attribute graphs. In the model-

ling phase, it could happen as: (1) a modeller tend to put more attributes in already big classes and con-

nects new classes to already well connected ones; and/or (2) large classes, according to attributes or con-

nections, will more likely share elements with newly added classes or attributes. That is, preferential at-

tachment could occur because of the modeller or the modelled reality or both. Moreover, Valverde & Sole 

(2007) suggest that the distributions might happen because programmers try to make the development 

cheap. The architecture would then evolve to contain few large and expensive components, scattered 

among each other, and many small, cheap and highly clustered components. Their explanation might also 

apply to database models: the modellers try to make the database cheap regarding to memory and speed, 

and therefore the model evolve to a somewhat scale-free network. Furthermore, it may also happen due to 

the need of continually changing the model to assure it is compatible with user requirements, hardware 

platforms and so forth (Myers 2003). 

 

5.3 Error and attack tolerance 

The intention here was find support to the small-world and scale-free analysis. Class graphs and schema 

graphs for two diagrams, Sewer and Tele communication, had been analysed. The class graph for Tele 

communication had moderate support for power-law whereas its schema graph, and the two graphs for 

Sewer, had support for power-laws with cut-offs. Both schema graphs of the diagrams had small-world 

properties. All models broke down faster than random graphs during degree and betweenness attack while 

they had similar stability against errors. This corresponds to the findings that scale-free networks are more 

stable against errors but less stable against attacks than random networks (Albert & Barabási, 2002). 

Similar findings have also been reported for small-world networks with scale-free properties (Crucitti et 

al., 2004). 

 

For all graphs, betweenness attack was more effective than degree attack. This differs from Crucitti et al. 

(2004), who found that betweenness attack was as effective as degree attack on scale-free networks. 

However, their analysis was based on artificial scale-free networks. In this thesis, the class graphs and 

schema graphs were real-world networks without strict power-law distributions for all vertices. In addi-

tion, the class graphs might have hierarchical structures, and the schema graphs had small-world proper-

ties, making betweenness more important. It would therefore be interesting to compare artificial and strict 

scale-free networks with the ones from the analysed data models. Since most of the observed distributions 

were not strict power-laws for all values, the percentage above the mean value might be a better indicator 

of the robustness than the power-law estimations. This can be seen in the two analysed class graphs. Here, 

Tele communication got moderate support for power-law whereas Sewer got support for a power-law 

with an exponential cut-off. Yet, Sewer broke down faster than Tele communication, and one reason 

might be that Sewer was more long-tailed than Tele communication. Moreover, Tele communication did 

not have support for power-law on all its values. 
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5.4 Consequences for spatial databases 

The results show that there were short average paths (compared to regular networks) in the schema graphs 

and therefore also in the class graphs. Furthermore, class graphs, attribute graphs and schema graphs had 

long-tailed distributions. This means that the steps between classes/attributes were short and the distribu-

tions of classes‘ attributes and relationships, and attributes‘ betweenness were long-tailed.  

 

Short average paths in networks generally indicate fast and large information spread. The question is, 

however, if this has any consequences for databases with short average paths between their ta-

bles/attributes. If a cell in an attribute is edited, will this; for instance, affect the tables that are four con-

nections (steps) away? According to Lindström (2009), tables in relational databases usually stop relating 

to each other after one or two steps. This differs from, for example, social communication networks in 

which information between people may travel through many steps. The consequences of the long-tailed 

distributions may be that updates in spatial databases will give different impacts depending on where it 

occurs in the database. For instance, if a user by accident deletes a random cell value, the information in 

the database will be slightly affected (in a network perspective). On the other hand, if a user deletes a cell 

value in a highly connected table, or a table with many attributes, the impacts should be much larger. In 

the latter case, more tables or cell values will lose their connection to the one deleted or to each other. 

This was also shown during the analyses of the graphs‘ error and attack tolerance. Finally, if a cell value 

is edited or inserted into a table, false information may have a larger spread if it belongs to a central (sen-

sitive) table or to one with many attributes. 

 

It is important to remember that this study only concerns the linkage of attributes and tables. It does not 

consider the spatial (i.e. coordinates) and topological dimensions. For instance, a road segment with few 

attributes and few connections to other tables is unimportant in a network perspective. For many users, 

however, it may be crucial that roads are correctly represented in the map. Here, the linkage of attributes 

and tables may not be accurate indicators of importance.  

 

Another thing worth mention is that some of the INSPIRE UML models were analysed in this thesis. 

These models will be widely used in Europe (INSPIRE 2007b), and their structures may then have im-

pacts on the robustness of many upcoming databases.  
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6 Conclusions  

The small-world analysis show highly clustered schema graphs and short average paths between the verti-

ces. From the scale-free analysis, we can see that many graphs got support for power-laws on parts of 

their populations, but there were no strict power-laws for all vertices. Nonetheless, there were long-tailed 

distributions of classes‘ relationships, attributes and attributes‘ betweenness. Moreover, selected class 

graphs and schema graphs were robust against errors but fragile against attack, in which betweenness at-

tack was most efficient. 

 

The above characteristics explain the robustness of the GIS data models, and thus their physical imple-

mentation. For example, attributes that connect to other clusters of attributes are sensitive against attacks, 

and short average paths in the graphs may indicate large spread of false information. Furthermore, when a 

false update occurs in a randomly chosen table, the information in the whole database will be slightly af-

fected. However, it may be very large impacts due to false updates in one of the few sensitive tables with 

extremely many attributes or relationships. Moreover, removals of sensitive tables or cell values will 

quickly disconnect the network. It is important, however, to mention that this study only deals with the 

non-spatial linkage of attributes and tables. For example, a road segment may be considered unimportant 

with respect to its network position in the database schema; nevertheless, for many users the correctness 

of this information may be crucial. 

 

It may be necessary to pay attention to sensitive attributes and tables when modelling and managing spa-

tial databases, especially when the databases are open to the public. Examples of actions are additional 

monitoring, and topological or non-topological constraints on sensitive features. Such strategies may be a 

complement to trust systems such as the ones from Sayda (2005) and Bishr and Mantelas (2008). 
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7 Future prospects 

During this thesis, additional research questions have been observed. To better protect the databases, the 

spatial and topological dimensions should also be analysed. One way is to add spatial constraints (Lind-

ström 2009). For instance, when a road touches the boundary of a land parcel, the corresponding nodes 

are connected to each other in the graph. Such a procedure improves the protection against false altera-

tions or inserts. Only data models as in this study can then not be used. Instead, operational databases 

need to be analysed. Moreover, a table may also be sensitive depending on the amount of data it contain, 

thus the distribution of, for instance, cell values could be measured (Lindström 2009). Instead of using 

data models, another approach would be to use reverse engineering on the schema used to implement the 

database. By this way, we would know exactly how the database is structured. Consequently, we would 

evade the problems caused by differences between the conceptual/logical models and the physical imple-

mentation. Furthermore, instead of specifying graphs of models and thereafter analyse their error and at-

tack tolerance, simulated attacks on operational databases would better correspond to the reality. Then we 

could see in more detail how the information gets affected.  
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Appendix A – Data models 

Collection Data model Alias URL 

Land Parcels Data Mod-

els 

Parcel design template 

files 
Parcel 

http://support.esri.com/index.cfm?fa=down

loads.dataModels.filteredGateway&dmid=

11 

Water Utilities Data 

Models 

Sanitary Sewer Design 

Template 
Sewer 

http://support.esri.com/index.cfm?fa=down

loads.dataModels.filteredGateway&dmid=

16 

Water Utility Design 

Template 
Water utility 

Simplified Stormwater 

Database 
Stormwater 

Transportation Data 

Models 

Transportation Design 

Templates 
Transportation 

http://support.esri.com/index.cfm?fa=down

loads.dataModels.filteredGateway&dmid=

14 

Telecommunications 

Data Models 

Telecom Design Tem-

plate Aug 2007 
Tele com. 

http://support.esri.com/index.cfm?fa=down

loads.dataModels.filteredGateway&dmid=

13 

Marine Data Models Arc Marine Data Model Marine 
http://support.esri.com/index.cfm?fa=down

loads.dataModels.filteredGateway&dmid=

21 

Homeland Security Data 

Models 

Homeland Security xml 

template 
Homeland 

http://support.esri.com/index.cfm?fa=down

loads.dataModels.filteredGateway&dmid=

41 

GIS for the Nation Data 

Models 

Geospatial Bluebook 

Template - Foundations 
Foundations 1 

http://support.esri.com/index.cfm?fa=down

loads.dataModels.filteredGateway&dmid=

42 

May 2007 Update – 

Foundations 
Foundations 2 

Geospatial Bluebook 

Template - Operations 
Operations 1 

May 2007 Update - Op-

erations 
Operations 2 

Forestry Data Model 

Forest Service Design 

Templates (pdf) 
Forestry pdf http://support.esri.com/index.cfm?fa=down

loads.dataModels.filteredGateway&dmid=

10 
Forest Service Design 

Templates (xmi) 
Forestry xmi 

Geology Data Models 
Geoscience Data Model 

Design Template 
Geoscience 

http://support.esri.com/index.cfm?fa=down

loads.dataModels.filteredGateway&dmid=

30 

Agriculture Data Model 
Agriculture Data Model 

Poster  
Agriculture 

http://support.esri.com/index.cfm?fa=down

loads.dataModels.filteredGateway&dmid=

35 

Atmospheric Data Model 
UCAR Design template 

for IHOP  
Ihop ucar 

http://support.esri.com/index.cfm?fa=down

loads.dataModels.filteredGateway&dmid=

36 

INSPIRE Consolidated 

UML Model 

 Application schemas, 

Annex 1 
INSPIRE 

https://inspire-twg.jrc.it/inspire-

model/index.html? 

Swedish land survey 

 Informationsmodell för 

fastigheter 
Properties 

 

 http://www.lantmateriet.se 

  Hydrografi Hydrography 

 

http://www.lantmateriet.se/
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Appendix B – XSLT transformation of schema graphs 

This is the first step of the XSL transformation of a schema graph in XMI to a Pajek format. The second 

step and the two XSL files for the class graphs and attribute graphs are left out to save space. 

 

<xsl:stylesheet version="2.0"       

  xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform"       

  xmlns:xlink="http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink" 

  xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 

  xmlns:xdt="http://www.w3.org/2005/02/xpath-datatypes" 

  xmlns:UML="org.omg.xmi.namespace.UML" exclude-result-prefixes="xs xdt UML" 

  xmlns:saxon="http://saxon.sf.net/" extension-element-prefixes="saxon"> 

  

  <xsl:output method="text" media-type="text/xml" indent="yes" encoding="ISO-8859-1" /> 

  <xsl:variable name="from" select="0"/> 

  <xsl:variable name="to" select="NON"/> 

  <xsl:template match="XMI.header"/> 

<xsl:template match='/'> 

   <xsl:call-template name="pre-xmi"/> 

    <xsl:call-template name="pre-vertices"/> 

      <xsl:call-template name="feature" /> 

      <xsl:call-template name="relationtable"/> 

      <xsl:call-template name="attribute" />    

    <xsl:call-template name="post-vertices"/> 

    <xsl:call-template name="pre-edges"/>   

      <xsl:call-template name="association"/>  

      <xsl:call-template name="association_mm"/> 

      <xsl:call-template name="generalization"/>    

      <xsl:call-template name="attribute_assoc"/> 

    <xsl:call-template name="post-edges"/>        

    <xsl:call-template name="post-xmi"/> 

 </xsl:template> 

 

  <xsl:template name="pre-xmi">&lt;?xml version = '1.0' encoding = 'UTF-8' ?&gt; 

  &lt;!DOCTYPE pajek [ 

    &lt;!ELEMENT xmi.content (Edges, Vertices)&gt; 

      &lt;!ELEMENT Edges (edge, edgerel)&gt; 

        &lt;!ELEMENT edge (edge1, edge2, attribute)&gt; 

   &lt;!ELEMENT edge1 EMPTY&gt; 

          &lt;!ATTLIST edge1 xmi.idref IDREF #REQUIRED&gt; 

          &lt;!ELEMENT edge2 EMPTY&gt; 

          &lt;!ATTLIST edge2 xmi.idref IDREF #REQUIRED&gt; 

    &lt;!ELEMENT attribute2 (id)&gt; 

   &lt;!ATTLIST attribute2 xmi.id ID #REQUIRED&gt; 

 &lt;!ELEMENT edgerel (edgerel1, edgerel2)&gt; 

          &lt;!ELEMENT edgerel1 EMPTY&gt; 

          &lt;!ATTLIST edgerel1 xmi.idref IDREF #REQUIRED&gt; 

          &lt;!ELEMENT edgerel2 EMPTY&gt; 

          &lt;!ATTLIST edgerel2 xmi.idref IDREF #REQUIRED&gt; 

          &lt;!ELEMENT id EMPTY&gt; 
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      &lt;!ELEMENT Vertices (vertex, relation, attribute)&gt; 

        &lt;!ELEMENT vertex (id)&gt; 

          &lt;!ATTLIST vertex xmi.id ID #REQUIRED&gt; 

          &lt;!ELEMENT id EMPTY&gt; 

          &lt;!ELEMENT name EMPTY&gt; 

        &lt;!ELEMENT relation (id, rel1, rel2)&gt; 

          &lt;!ATTLIST relation xmi.id ID #REQUIRED&gt; 

          &lt;!ELEMENT id EMPTY&gt; 

   &lt;!ELEMENT rel1 EMPTY&gt; 

          &lt;!ATTLIST rel1 xmi.idref IDREF #REQUIRED&gt; 

          &lt;!ELEMENT rel2 EMPTY&gt; 

          &lt;!ATTLIST rel2 xmi.idref IDREF #REQUIRED&gt; 

        &lt;!ELEMENT attribute (id)&gt; 

          &lt;!ATTLIST attribute xmi.id ID #REQUIRED&gt; 

          &lt;!ELEMENT id EMPTY&gt; ]&gt; 

 

&lt;XMI xmi.version = '1.0' xmlns:UML = 'org.omg.xmi.namespace.UML&gt; 

  &lt;XMI.header&gt; 

    &lt;XMI.metamodel xmi.name="UML" xmi.version="1.1"/&gt; 

  &lt;/XMI.header&gt; 

  &lt;XMI.content&gt; 

</xsl:template>   

  <xsl:template name="pre-vertices"> 

    &lt;Vertices&gt; 

  </xsl:template> 

  <xsl:template name="post-vertices"> 

    &lt;/Vertices&gt; 

  </xsl:template> 

  <xsl:template name="pre-edges"> 

    &lt;Edges&gt; 

  </xsl:template> 

  <xsl:template name="post-edges"> 

    &lt;/Edges&gt; 

  </xsl:template> 

  <xsl:template name="post-xmi"> 

  &lt;/XMI.content&gt;        

&lt;/XMI&gt;</xsl:template> 

 

<xsl:variable name="id" select="0" saxon:assignable="yes"> 

</xsl:variable> 

 

<xsl:template name="feature"> 

  <saxon:assign name="id" select="0"/> 

  <xsl:for-each select='//Foundation.Core.Class[@xmi.id]'> 

    <xsl:if test="not(Foundation.Core.ModelElement.name = '&lt;unspecified&gt;')" > 

      <saxon:assign name="id" select="$id+1"/> 

      &lt;vertex xmi.id="<xsl:value-of select="@xmi.id" />"&gt; 

        &lt;id&gt;<xsl:value-of select="$id" />&lt;/id&gt; 

        &lt;name&gt;<xsl:value-of select="Foundation.Core.ModelElement.name" />&lt;/name&gt; 

      &lt;/vertex&gt; 

    </xsl:if> 
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  </xsl:for-each> 

</xsl:template> 

 

<xsl:template name="relationtable"> 

  <xsl:for-each select='//Foundation.Core.Association[@xmi.id]'> 

    <xsl:variable name="multiplicity" se-

lect='Foundation.Core.Association.connection/Foundation.Core.AssociationEnd/Foundation.Core.Associ

ationEnd.multiplicity'/> 

    <xsl:variable name="relationid" se-

lect='Foundation.Core.Association.connection/Foundation.Core.AssociationEnd/Foundation.Core.Associ

ationEnd.type/Foundation.Core.Class/@xmi.idref'> 

    </xsl:variable> 

    <xsl:if test="$multiplicity[1] = '*' and $multiplicity[2] = '*'"> 

      <saxon:assign name="id" select="$id+1"/> 

      &lt;attribute xmi.id="<xsl:value-of select="@xmi.id" />" name="<xsl:value-of se-

lect="Foundation.Core.ModelElement.name"/>"&gt; 

        &lt;id&gt;<xsl:value-of select="$id" />&lt;/id&gt; 

      &lt;/attribute&gt; 

    </xsl:if> 

  </xsl:for-each> 

</xsl:template> 

 

<xsl:template name="attribute"> 

  <xsl:for-each se-

lect='//Foundation.Core.Class/Foundation.Core.Classifier.feature/Foundation.Core.Attribute[@xmi.id]'>      

    <saxon:assign name="id" select="$id+1"/> 

    &lt;attribute xmi.id="<xsl:value-of select="@xmi.id" />" name="<xsl:value-of se-

lect="Foundation.Core.ModelElement.name"/>"&gt; 

      &lt;id&gt;<xsl:value-of select="$id" />&lt;/id&gt; 

    &lt;/attribute&gt;   

  </xsl:for-each> 

</xsl:template> 

 

<xsl:template name="association"> 

  <xsl:for-each select="//Foundation.Core.Association[@xmi.id]"> 

    <xsl:variable name="multiplicity" se-

lect='Foundation.Core.Association.connection/Foundation.Core.AssociationEnd/Foundation.Core.Associ

ationEnd.multiplicity'/> 

    <xsl:if test="not($multiplicity[1] = '*' and $multiplicity[2] = '*')"> 

      <xsl:variable name="feature_idref" se-

lect='Foundation.Core.Association.connection/Foundation.Core.AssociationEnd/Foundation.Core.Associ

ationEnd.type/Foundation.Core.Class/@xmi.idref'> 

      </xsl:variable> 

      &lt;edge&gt; 

        &lt;edge1 xmi.idref="<xsl:value-of select="$feature_idref[1]"/>"&gt; &lt;/edge1&gt; 

        &lt;edge2 xmi.idref="<xsl:value-of select="$feature_idref[2]"/>"&gt; &lt;/edge2&gt; 

      &lt;/edge&gt;  

    </xsl:if> 

  </xsl:for-each> 

</xsl:template> 
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<xsl:template name="association_mm"> 

  <xsl:for-each select="//Foundation.Core.Association[@xmi.id]"> 

    <xsl:variable name="id2" select="generate-id()"/> 

    <xsl:variable name="multiplicity" se-

lect='Foundation.Core.Association.connection/Foundation.Core.AssociationEnd/Foundation.Core.Associ

ationEnd.multiplicity'/> 

    <xsl:if test="$multiplicity[1] = '*' and $multiplicity[2] = '*'"> 

      <xsl:variable name="assoc_id" select='@xmi.id'> 

      </xsl:variable> 

      <xsl:variable name="feature_idref2" se-

lect='Foundation.Core.Association.connection/Foundation.Core.AssociationEnd/Foundation.Core.Associ

ationEnd.type/Foundation.Core.Class/@xmi.idref'>   

      </xsl:variable> 

      <xsl:for-each select="Foundation.Core.Association.connection"> 

        <xsl:variable name="id3" select="generate-id()"/> 

        &lt;edge&gt; 

          &lt;edge1 xmi.idref="<xsl:value-of select="$feature_idref2[1]"/>"&gt; &lt;/edge1&gt; 

          &lt;edge2 xmi.idref="<xsl:value-of select="$id3"/>"&gt; &lt;/edge2&gt; 

        &lt;/edge&gt; 

        &lt;edge&gt; 

          &lt;edge1 xmi.idref="<xsl:value-of select="$id3"/>"&gt; &lt;/edge1&gt; 

          &lt;edge2 xmi.idref="<xsl:value-of select="$assoc_id"/>"&gt; &lt;/edge2&gt; 

        &lt;/edge&gt; 

        &lt;edge&gt; 

          &lt;edge1 xmi.idref="<xsl:value-of select="$assoc_id"/>"&gt; &lt;/edge1&gt; 

          &lt;edge2 xmi.idref="<xsl:value-of select="$id2"/>"&gt; &lt;/edge2&gt; 

        &lt;/edge&gt; 

        &lt;edge&gt; 

          &lt;edge1 xmi.idref="<xsl:value-of select="$id3"/>"&gt; &lt;/edge1&gt; 

          &lt;edge2 xmi.idref="<xsl:value-of select="$id2"/>"&gt; &lt;/edge2&gt; 

        &lt;/edge&gt; 

        &lt;edge&gt; 

          &lt;edge1 xmi.idref="<xsl:value-of select="$id2"/>"&gt; &lt;/edge1&gt; 

          &lt;edge2 xmi.idref="<xsl:value-of select="$feature_idref2[2]"/>"&gt; &lt;/edge2&gt; 

        &lt;/edge&gt; 

       <saxon:assign name="id" select="$id+1"/> 

       &lt;attribute2 xmi.id="<xsl:value-of select="$id3" />" name="fid"&gt; 

         &lt;id&gt;<xsl:value-of select="$id" />&lt;/id&gt; 

       &lt;/attribute2&gt; 

       <saxon:assign name="id" select="$id+1"/> 

       &lt;attribute2 xmi.id="<xsl:value-of select="$id2" />" name="fid"&gt; 

         &lt;id&gt;<xsl:value-of select="$id" />&lt;/id&gt; 

       &lt;/attribute2&gt; 

     </xsl:for-each> 

   </xsl:if> 

 </xsl:for-each> 

</xsl:template> 

 

<xsl:template name="generalization"> 

  <xsl:for-each select="//Foundation.Core.Generalization[@xmi.id]"> 

    &lt;edge&gt; 
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      &lt;edge1 xmi.idref="<xsl:value-of se-

lect="Foundation.Core.Generalization.supertype/Foundation.Core.Class/@xmi.idref"/>"&gt; 

&lt;/edge1&gt; 

      &lt;edge2 xmi.idref="<xsl:value-of se-

lect="Foundation.Core.Generalization.subtype/Foundation.Core.Class/@xmi.idref"/>"&gt; 

&lt;/edge2&gt; 

    &lt;/edge&gt; 

  </xsl:for-each> 

</xsl:template> 

 

<xsl:template name="attribute_assoc"> 

  <xsl:for-each select="//Foundation.Core.Namespace.ownedElement/Foundation.Core.Class[@xmi.id]">   

    <xsl:variable name="feature_xmid" select="@xmi.id"> 

    </xsl:variable>    

    <xsl:for-each select="Foundation.Core.Classifier.feature">    

      <xsl:variable name="attribute_xmid2" select="Foundation.Core.Attribute/@xmi.id"> 

      </xsl:variable> 

      <xsl:for-each select="Foundation.Core.Attribute">          

        <xsl:variable name="attribute_xmid" select="@xmi.id"> 

        </xsl:variable> 

        &lt;edge&gt; 

          &lt;edge1 xmi.idref="<xsl:value-of select="$feature_xmid"/>"&gt; &lt;/edge1&gt; 

          &lt;edge2 xmi.idref="<xsl:value-of select="$attribute_xmid"/>"&gt; &lt;/edge2&gt; 

        &lt;/edge&gt; 

       <xsl:if test="($attribute_xmid2[n] != '')"> 

         &lt;edge&gt; 

          &lt;edge1 xmi.idref="<xsl:value-of select="$attribute_xmid"/>"&gt; &lt;/edge1&gt; 

          &lt;edge2 xmi.idref="<xsl:value-of select="$attribute_xmid2[n]"/>"&gt; &lt;/edge2&gt; 

        &lt;/edge&gt; 

#the above four rows was repeated as many times as the highest number of attributes that existed 

#in one table. [n] was then changed to [1], [2], …, [n]. This is not a beautiful solution, and there 

#are much better approaches to take. However, it worked for the purpose. 

       </xsl:if> 

     </xsl:for-each> 

   </xsl:for-each> 

 </xsl:for-each> 

</xsl:template>    

</xsl:stylesheet> 
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Appendix C – Schema graphs 

Following images are schema graphs visualised in Pajek as networks. Blue dots are vertices with grey 

lines as edges. 
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